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Classic Car Insurance Price Comparisons Now Made Online at Insurance
Portal

Classic car insurance price locator is now installed at the Quotes Pros website at
http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html. Comparisons can now be made for new policies
nationwide.

Midland, TX (PRWEB) August 14, 2014 -- The collector market in the United States includes vintage vehicles
that are now part of trade shows and exhibitions in all 50 states. The Quotes Pros company is now giving car
owners options to make classic car insurance price comparisons using its no charge tool at
http://quotespros.com/auto-insurance.html.

A person who owns a vintage vehicle or who is planning to purchase one can use the new tool to accurately
make a comparison between several insurers in the U.S. Because the coverage needs for older vehicles can be
more complex, the system allows any person to choose the best policies available.

"The quotation tool that we've introduced on our website makes it effortless to compare an affordable policy
price from several different insurers," said one Quotes Pros source.

The insurer system that is now connected on the Quotes Pros website has been enhanced in size this year. Aside
from the classic automobile coverage options, someone with an average vehicle can still quote liability, full
coverage or broad form policies in real time.

"We provide one of the only public portals to find coverage options by zip code that exists in the U.S.," said the
source.

The Quotes Pros company is planning to include a new listing of agencies that have the ability to promote more
types of policies for consumers this year. A portion of the list is now available at
http://quotespros.com/motorcycle-insurance.html.

About QuotesPros.com

The QuotesPros.com company is one of the U.S. sources that U.S. consumers use to find out the cost of
coverage packages that are marketed by national companies on the Internet. The free rates finder system that
was put into use in 2013 is still available for use at the QuotesPros.com website. The company finds agencies to
insert into the public tool to continue supplying the public with low rate options for various insurer brands
available.
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Contact Information
Nelson Gregory
QuotesPros.com
http://quotespros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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